Rival™ inserting system

High performance in a small footprint.
Your mail operations need to be cost-effective today and be able to accommodate future growth. Understanding the critical importance of your investment, you should also achieve reliability, accuracy, flexibility and support.

With the BlueCrest Rival™ inserting system, you’ll enjoy performance without compromise. The Rival delivers high performance capabilities in a small footprint, designed to help you deliver customer communications each and every day.

Built on the superior Productivity Series inserting platform, this mid-range mail finishing solution delivers proven results on an easy-to-use platform.

High performance meets world-class accuracy.

It’s expected that you successfully insert multiple pieces in a single envelope with virtually flawless accuracy. The Rival inserting system maintains the highest levels of performance during peak processing periods. The precision mailpiece tracking and monitoring ensures accurate processing for each and every mail piece.

- Consistently meet SLAs with high productivity throughput.
- Maximize production for variable page statements.
- Accurate assembly of mailpiece contents ensures reliable mail security.
- Manage your operation with comprehensive productivity reporting.

Flexibility enables you to do more and do it better.

With a modular, scalable platform, the Rival™ inserting system can be configured to meet your mail processing requirements, now and in the future. You can consolidate systems, increase your production capacity and process a wide array of letters and flats applications on the same system. The high performance input document feeders precisely handle statements with the flexibility to support varying material substrates.

- Increase production capacity and expand services with letter and flats processing on a single platform.
- Process broad range of insert and envelopes styles.
- Process all standard folds (C, Z, half, double and no fold)
- Ensure accurate mailpiece assembly with integrity scanning (OMR, Barcode, 2D and OCR)

Simplicity is automated.

With the simplified setup feature, the Rival inserting system enables you to spend less time on setup while achieving consistent, accurate results. The automated fold capability lets fold settings be saved for each job. That ensures easy setup and quality results for each mailing. Plus, the Rival features an intuitive user interface that lets operators know if there’s a problem in time to make adjustments.

Focus on what’s important… your business

Big cost-efficiencies in a small package.

The Rival inserting system has a small footprint. It’s compact input and configurable output modules are designed to maximize output in less space. The ergonomic design helps to increase operator productivity.

- Continuous loading, high capacity feeders and stackers maximize uptime.
- Reduce operator downtime with open paper path access.
- The intelligent material control helps prevent stoppages, downtime and manual reconciliation.
The Rival™ is built on the unparalleled reliability of the proven Productivity Series platform. Its intuitive graphical user interface is designed to save you valuable production time. Plus, with its simple job set up and recall for common applications, you’ll be able to reduce your changeover times. The easy, tool-less setup makes job changeover simpler than ever.

Production made intuitive.

Maximize productivity for variable page jobs

Continuous loading, high capacity feeders maximize operational efficiency

Keep operators focused on productivity

Streamline workflow with optional envelope printing

Maximize productivity for variable page jobs

Compact footprint provides more value per square foot

Letter and flats capable platform
Specifications

Mailpiece size Letters and flats
Length 6 3/4” to 13” (171mm x 330mm)
Depth 4” to 10” (101mm x 254mm)
Document length Cut 7” to 14” (178mm x 356mm)
Continuous 3.67” to 14” (93mm x 356mm)
Document width 7” to 12” (178mm x 305mm)
Fold types C, Z, half, double, no fold
Speed Up tp 10,000 env/hour, 12,000 env/hour (optional)
Integrity scanning OMR, Barcode, 2D, OCR

Move from insight to action faster with Clarity™
Gain transparency across your print and mail operation with intelligent insight to help drive maximum operational performance, efficiencies and cost savings. Adding Clarity to your operation enables predictive and collaborative course correction with greater insight into the interaction between machines, jobs and operators.

- Gain precision in your decisions with 24/7 visibility.
- Understand the root cause of operational issues across system, workcell, operators or workflow.
- Optimize capacity planning to meet SLAs.
- Meet stringent requirements for regulatory and data security.

Where industry-leading support meets successful outcomes

BlueCrest offers world-class support and comprehensive services that optimize your Rival inserting system. You can count on BlueCrest Global Services to address your unique operational needs.

- Leverage the proven skills and expertise of our dedicated global team for best-in-class installation, integration and implementation services.
- Achieve optimal performance with industry leading technical and maintenance support.
- Ensure maximum system uptime through real-time insights and predictive analytics that enable our global experts to make informed decisions and quickly resolve performance issues.